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Level:01 Eligibility test

• Object of the test : To Identification of suitable candidate for skill test.

• Mode of testing : Online. Qualified candidate can take the test from their home

or from office. Thorough out the test the candidate will be monitored

continuously by proctored online method.

• Duration of test : 90mins.

• Facility required for the candidate : Candidate need to get a dedicated PC or

Laptop with necessary and uninterrupted internet connection, good quality

webcam, microphone and smartphone. Candidate need to get stationary items

such as A4 sheets, pencils, pen, ruler, eraser, etc.

The test will have following content.

1. Part-A : Multiple choice questions. (contain 50 question of one mark each).

• The questions will contain design aptitude and knowledge, technical

knowledge.

2. Part-B : Descriptive question. (contain 1 question of 20 marks).

• The candidate need to write the description in 120 words.

3. Part-C : Illustrative. (contain 1 question of 20 marks).

• The candidate need answer the question using to illustration in a A4 sheet.
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Sample questions

Part A (50 questions of 1 Marks each)

1. Which year Bauhaus design moment started?

A) 1900 B) 1919 C) 1945 D) 1984

2. Which material is used to manufacture the computer mouse body?

A) ABS B) PC C) PP D) PE

3. An incomplete square is given below. Which of the given set(s) of shapes can 
complete the square?

4. What is RULA stands for?

A) Rapid Upper limit assessment
B) Required upper limb adjustment
C) Rapid Upper Limb Assessment
D) Required under limp adjustment

5. Which of the following finishing process does not add thickness to the base 
component?

A) Chrome platting B) Chemical vapor deposition
C) Anodising D) Powder coating
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Part B (20 Marks)

Select one product that you like from the following list. Being a designer,

describe reason in 120 words why you like the selected product and compare it

with other 2.

Part C (20 Marks)

Illustrate the key steps involved in operating a mixer grinder in a kitchen.

Complete illustration and description need to be fit into an A4 sheet. (20 Marks)

A B C


